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Q-2 (a)

(b)

Q.3: (a)

(a)

(b)

(a) Separate the Helmholtz equation [V2 + tc21u1i1= 0 in to spherical (7)

(a)

(b)

Separate the Laplace equation Y'zu(i) = 0 in to cylindrical coordinates. (7)

Separate the equation [V' + kzlue) + zu(f)= 0 in to spherical (5)

coordinates.
OR

Separate the time dependent Schrodinger equation (5)

,oAvli0 = -Lv'W(i,t)+V(V)ty(i,t), into space and time parts.0t' 2m

Obtain the power series solution of the differential equation

*.2*4+2y =0.dx' dx

OR

Solve the differential equatio n *' d'! * *4 + x2 v= Oto obtain the' dx' dx

second independent solution, using Wronskian.

Check the nature of singularity of the differential equation,

.#+ (1 - n** ny : a, where n : constant.

OR

Check the nature of singularity of the equation xzy"+ry'+(x' - m'1y - O

for the point at infinity.

Obtain Lagrange's equations of motion valid for a conservative as well
as non-conservative system. 

OR
Explain constraints and classification of constraints (with appropriate
examples).

Obtain the expression Z =*4rrr,r, for the kinetic energy of a

rigid body.

(b)

(6)

(6)(a)

(b) (6)

(6)

(8)

(8)

(s)



OR(b) obtain Euler's equations oimotion for a rigid body (one point of which (5)is fixed).
Q-4 (a) write the time independent the schrodinger equation for one ., .,-: 

(7)
dimensional harmonic oscillator. Hence solve it to obtain its eigen and
functions eigen values.

(a)

(b)

OR

write the eigen varue equation for 12 in spherical coordinates, (7)
Separate it into 0 and Qpats. Hence obtain the ,"h;i;;;; ,.O 

^, 
|par..Why a and a* are calledladder operatorsi Uxptain. (6)

OR
(b) Solve the equation

s -,\ 4 - zat(lnl. D # *fi t, * r) - l*l - l*l,fx @1 = o,

w.here or : cos d, to prove that its solutions are associated Legendre

functions Pr'(ol).

Answer any fourteen in short:
Define the linear differential equation.

(6)

Q-5:
(14)l.
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In electrostatics, the potentiar Qe) atany point where there is no charge,satisfies .. equation.

Define oidinary point of the second ordered linear differentiar equation.

Define singular point of the second ordered linear differentiar equation.

What are the two possible solutions of *, d'/ , -dy , ,-., 1., F*r;+(r-_l)t=0 t
How many degrees of freedom does a rigid body have?
Give statement of Eurer's theorem for the motion of a rigid body.
Draw the diagram ofbody cone and space cone.
The operator for Lrin spherical coordinates is..........
Define a cyclic coordinate.

The eigen value (/+l) of Z2 operator is . fold degenerate.
what is the value of zero point energy of one dimensional harmonic
oscillator?

Evaluate uy(p) for simple harmonic oscillator.
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